Ex-Cardinal Pitcher

Auditions set for Aug. 8 for fall plays

Library to extend fall hours

Library Hours

What's New at the 'U'?
A French couple, Orelia and David Steinier, died while hiking in a New Mexico desert on a 106-degree day but may have kept their 9-year-old son, Evan, alive by giving him extra water rations. The Steiniers were in the White Sands National Monument but only took about two 20-ounce bottles of water with them. Though the parents didn’t carry enough water for the hike, they gave the boy more water than themselves. Their son was found dehydrated but alive beside his father’s body. The boy was unaware his mother already was dead. Autopsies are not complete but the deaths appear to be heat-related.

Gun-toting cont.

UIW student Golar Hosseini said she does not like the open-carry law. She said, “I believe that they only bring harm if you need to purposely carry one.” Students are just looking to use it if they feel the need to carry it with them at all times.”

UIW student Omid Tabib said he would not feel comfortable if students at UTSA started carrying guns. He reasoned, “why now allow them to be carried too freely? You never know who is crazy, you never know who is justified. If someone is going to be violent, they will be violent.”

Sen. Bernie Sanders, D-Vt., drew more than 19,000 people to the NBA arena in Portland, Ore., setting the record for the largest political event of the 2016 political context. The Democratic presidential candidate has drawn big crowds while campaigning. Michael Lewellin, vice president of corporate communications for the arena, said 28,000 people tried to attend the event. He spoke about several issues including criminal justice, education and prison reform. The audience at the event was primarily white and expressed a lot of anti-Clinton sentiment.
UIW grad almost trumps Miss USA crown

 Miss Texas USA: A titleholder reconnects tumultuous campaign, wins top national stage

By Dr. Trey Guinn
tguinn@uiwtx.edu

Lauren, not her real name, stopped by my office to announce she was my newest advisee.

After a few standard get-to-know-you questions, she shared that she recently transferred from the University of the Incarnate Word from another university a few hours away.

My response was, “Tell your faculty and friends from (the former institution) miss you greatly but I am glad you are here, and I look forward to knowing you.”

Lauren paused a second, laughed slightly, and replied, “I hardly think anyone back there knows or will figure out that I left.”

I am also reminded of a very intelligent student I met last spring just before her graduation who told me she had probably not known the resident assistant or even one friend she made down the hall.

Some of these students carry on fine and after a few years graduate. But the likelihood someone would want to spend time with you means whether you are new to UIW or facing a new semester with new classes and a lot of thoughts with him. First, I reminded him of a simple fact that all students want on campus, such as joining a social club or becoming involved with a service group. Doing this increases your likelihood for interactions that may result in new friendships. The more people in your new group will share at least one common interest with you, which will make starting a conversation much easier. If you both joined the chess club, chances are you both like chess. And that’s a black, man-sized understatement.

The easiest way to make friends is to seek and select purposeful group involvement. A bonus is that the people in your newfound group will share at least one common interest with you, which will make starting a conversation much easier. If you both joined the chess club, chances are you both like chess. And that’s a black, man-sized understatement.

“While Trump is the owner, he doesn’t have anything to do with the rest of the Miss USA group,” Guerra said.

The easiest way to make friends is to seek and select purposeful group involvement. A bonus is that the people in your newfound group will share at least one common interest with you, which will make starting a conversation much easier. If you both joined the chess club, chances are you both like chess. And that’s a black, man-sized understatement.

By Valerie Bustamante

The Development Office seeks students for Phonathon.

It’s been nearly a month since Miss Texas USA Yliana “Yli” Guerra came up just short of being named Miss USA.

Guerra, who graduated last fall from the University of the Incarnate Word, finished first runner-up in the 2015 annual pageant amid nationwide July 12 on the Reel Channel from Baton Rouge, La.

Until the winner’s name was announced, there was a lot of suspense for Guerra as she held hands with Miss Oklahoma USA, Olivia Jordan, before the final announcement in the 46th annual event. And if for some reason, Jordan had to relinquish the title during the day, Guerra was ready to be her代替.

“It was an awesome feeling being up there (on the stage),” Guerra, 22, said. Olivia and I had already become good friends and I told her before, whatever the outcome was, I was going to still be happy because we made it.

Guerra, a native of McAllen, Texas, was among 50 other contestants competing for the crown.

In the week leading up to the competition, however, the Miss USA Organization faced a bump when Donald Trump announced his plans to run for the presidential nomination. During his announcement, Trump shared controversial remarks regarding Mexico and the individuals who emigrate to the country. His remarks described immigrants regarding Mexico and the individuals who emigrate.

His announcement, Trump shared controversial remarks regarding Mexico and the individuals who emigrate to the country. His remarks described immigrants.

However, we still planned and prepared without NBC and Univision and everything went on.

“While Trump is the owner, he doesn’t have anything to do with the rest of the Miss USA group,” Guerra said.

Several days before the broadcast, Guerra and the rest of the contestants competed in the preliminary series, which is the last chance for the contestants to intimidate a new first or second place.

“Trump’s comments. A lot of people thought I was going to drop out of the pageant.”

“Until the winner’s name was called, there was a lot of suspense for Guerra as she held hands with Miss Oklahoma USA, Olivia Jordan, before the final announcement in the 46th annual event. And if for some reason, Jordan had to relinquish the title during the day, Guerra was ready to be her代替.
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**CAB Takes Vegas** set for Skyroom

LGAD native who holds a bachelor's degree in speech and adviser. Events and Student Programs, serves as CAB's hirer for UIW's student media.

**Upcoming Events**

**SGA plans fair, general assemblies**

**FYI** The Student Organizations Fair, sponsored by the Student Government Association, will be 11 a.m.-2 p.m. Thursday, Aug. 20, on Dubuis Lawn – weather permitting.

General Assembly meetings will be Aug. 15, 7 p.m.; Aug. 20, 6 p.m.; and Aug. 22, 6 p.m.

**Student Org Fair**

Location: Dubuis Lawn

**UIW River Jam**

Monday, Aug. 17, 7 p.m.

**UIWtv officers** are Ivan Perez, operations director; Valerie Lopez, news director; Angela Hernandez, production director; and Kori Echeveste, communications director.

Leonard Herbeck, program director; and Auris Calvino, communications director.

Lissette Lewis, entertainment director; Rory Dew, sports director; Leonard Herbeck, program director; and Aura Cabral, communications director.

**CAMPUS** www.uwltexas.org Back to School 2015

14 to run UIW’s student media

Fourteen University of the Incarnate Word students have key management roles with the Logus student newspaper, KUWV Internet radio or KUWV Internet television.

The students are all communication arts majors although any UIW student may participate in student media as well as seek management positions available each year.

The Logus leadership includes the editor of the newspaper with assistant editors Prisilla Aguilo and Valzina Basta.
By Cassidy Fritts

Eleven University of the Incarnate Word students spent a summer week in Alamos, Texas, volunteering with ARISE, a nonprofit organization, to help provide immigrant children with a fun, safe summer.

The May 30-June 6 trip, the second made by UIW students in less than a year, was part of a longer program run by ARISE, called Un Verano con ARISE (A Summer with ARISE).

ARISE -- an acronym for A Resource in Serving Equality -- invites outside organizations or groups of volunteers to visit for a summer week and plan fun activities for the children of the colonias.

TheTexas Secretary of State defines a colonia as a neighborhood lacking basic living necessities such as streetlights, paved roads, and even sewage systems.

A majority of the families residing in the colonias live below the U.S. poverty level.

"Honestly, I wasn't sure what to expect when I signed up," said Julia Gottschalk, a UIW nursing major. "I had never heard of a 'colonía' before, but I signed up because, from the way the trip was described, there was a need in this community and I felt that I could contribute to meeting that need."

"The students stayed in one of ARISE's three centers. The center did not have air conditioning. The students slept on small foam mattresses and shared one small bathroom."

This year's group planned many different activities for the children such as playing soccer, creating paper bag puppets, reading books, having a dance marathon, and a huge water balloon fight.

"Giving kids a certain type of escape from their day-to-day world was my favorite part of this trip," said Alan Amaya, a math major. "The happiness that they portrayed while they played is something that you notice right away and it has a contagious effect."

In addition to volunteering with the children, the UIW students visited different organizations and areas of South Texas. Students were taken to the border to see the border fence and learn more about immigration. They also visited another organization called La Posada, which houses immigrants from all over the world while they wait to either receive their visas or asylum. The students were able to meet immigrants from places such as Ethiopia, Cuba, and other foreign countries.

The students were presented with a great wealth of knowledge about the issues that immigrants face when coming to America, as well as what poverty means and the struggles that those living in poverty face.

"Throughout their time with us, the women of ARISE repeatedly mentioned 'The needs of the community.' As a family, we became aware of the needs in this community and the need to do something about it," said Gottschalk. "They didn't refer to it as 'the rights' but as 'the needs.' It was such a shift from the unapologetic, individualistic approach to life in our society."

ARISE, based in Alamo, provides free services and help to the families of the colonias in South Texas.

Many of the citizens living in the colonias are immigrants mainly coming from Mexico as well as areas of Central and South America.

ARISE offers early childcare services, English classes, and even resources for finding health care and jobs.

"Giving kids a certain type of escape from their day-to-day world was my favorite part of this trip," said Amaya.

"Many of the students said that they learned how they could help in a more direct way," said Gottschalk.

"The truth about a colonia is that the people living in the colonias face poverty, including poverty of access to quality education and lack of public utilities."

"The volunteers learned many things from ARISE, the children, and the other places they visited on this trip, but they also learned a lot about each other as well as the importance of community service. The trip covered all 45 hours of community service that UIW students need to graduate.

"My favorite part of the trip was leaving with (eleven) individuals, but returning as a family," said Chileto Castaneda, a biology major. "Over the week that we were there we learned a lot about each other and grew together. It was an incredible feeling to be a part of this and have such a great impact in the community with each other."

Amaya also said he enjoyed the time spent with the other volunteers, but also the enhanced sense of awareness of world issues this trip gave him. He said he loved seeing the children enjoy themselves and that it made him feel like he was really making the world a better place.

As a result of this trip, the students said they feel inspired to continue doing community service and give back to the community. A 2016 summer trip is being planned; more details will be announced in the fall.

Biology major Juania Abrazado said she would recommend other UIW students participate in the summer trip because it can give direction to their lives and help them learn things a textbook or lecture can never teach you.

"I pray that one day I can give back in a massive scale and that others will be inspired to do the same no matter what race they are, country they're from, or language they speak," Abrazado said.

Photos by
Cassidy Fritts
Learning how to roll in college

Congrat! You’re going to college! Now, some of you may be attending your dream school, your second choice, or you may be a transfer student enjoying the headaches of new freshmen and here I am a returning sophomore learning how to cope with first-day-of-class jitters. As I sat with my mom beside me I sat in the truck thinking about other things to take my mind off of what was going to happen in the next hour or so. I felt this pain in my stomach and didn’t know how to get rid of it. I was feeling such a stress that I had ever felt in my life.

When commuting to school, it can be tough to want to stick around campus for anything other than day’s classes. But it is worth it. Just because you don’t get the full college experience because you live at home does not mean you have to miss out on everything. On any given day there are organizations having different activities, parties, group events and being genuinely more friendly. Make time for these festivities. Make time between classes, work and studying. After all, you are paying for it. Look into different organizations that pique your interest. They will open so many doors for you at least you have free food and new people to talk to.

As for classes, check out your professor on ratemyprofessor.com – it’s similar to Facebook-stalking but instead you’re collecting intel that can be crucial to your grade and housing. There is even a fee in our tuition for the gym – whether we use it or not. The stress I have ever been under at school has more to do with paying for the classes and registration. I had to figure most things out on my own.

When I started college, I thought they were just going to come from people, and I was wrong. It was the first time I would be the only person who has these thoughts on the first day of school, especially the first day of college. It can be truly the hardest thing ever because you are coming from a place where you knew everything and everyone. And now you’re studying on a new campus where you have to learn everything from the bottom up again. However, it gives me a chance each semester you’ll get to meet new people – people who are just like you in a way. And you’ll learn little things you never thought even existed.

Here are three things I think can help you get through your first day of college and some I wish I had thought of three years ago:

1. Be honest. Don’t be afraid to introduce yourself to the person beside you in class. Ask for his or her name, or maybe their first day is going to go as most. Luckily they’re as nervous as you and it may be helpful to at least know somebody in your class, otherwise you will be alone on your first day. A new friend could ease those first-day jitters.

2. Explore the Campus: After I nervously finished my first class, I wasn’t sure if I would be able to get there the next day till my second one. Since I didn’t know anybody and the one person I did know was not going to be free for another three hours alone on the picnic tables in front of the Administration Building. I basically isolated myself from our amazing campus and students instead of exploring what the campus has to offer. So, don’t be afraid to explore. The first day and even the first week has so much freedom it’s just up to you what you do with it. The campus has a lot to give and the student center that allow you to interact with others. A concert and barbeque is also held towards the end of the day.

3. Finding Classes: While it can be super- intimidating being on a new campus, it does not have to be. If you’re worried about finding your classes, then just go a couple minutes before and spot out the room number. It will allow you to not be late on the first day.

The most important thing is not to let your nerves get the best of you, just let the day go by and enjoy it. You’ll only have one first day and it’s going to happen in the next hour or so. Things to take my mind off of what was going to happen in the next hour or so. I felt this pain in my stomach and didn’t know how to get rid of it. I was feeling such a stress that I had ever felt in my life.

Now I’m honored to be one of the two assistant editors for the Logos newspaper and got the position. Most importantly – have fun and get involved. Figure out your interest and join the many organizations the university offers. Remember that the more you go out the more you will make friends. Be creative and bold in your college. Share people who you really are and find who you want to be. I’m sure all many have looked at college and thought the first day is going to be alone on your first day. A new friend could ease those first-day jitters. You don’t know how you’ll get through a day of classes feeling the worst anxiety I had ever felt. I was as nervous as you are and it may be helpful to at least know somebody in your class, otherwise you will be alone on your first day. A new friend could ease those first-day jitters. The Logos office is in AD 277. The adviser may be reached at (210) 829-6069 or mercer@uiwtx.edu. The adviser may be reached at (210) 829-6069 or mercer@uiwtx.edu. The telephone is 4301 Broadway. CPO #4, San Antonio, TX 78209. This website URL is http://www.uiwlogos.org and the interactive website is http://www.uiwlogos.org. The Logos is a member of the Associated Collegiate Press and Texas Intercollegiate Press Association.
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Dear Students,

Welcome to the new school year at the University of the Incarnate Word. Whether you’re a new or returning student, we’ll do our best to ensure you have a meaningful experience as a member of the UIW community.

This will be a memorable and challenging year, which also happens to be my 30th anniversary as UIW president. Our global enrollment will top 10,000 for the first time in school history. UIW will be one of just four private universities in Texas with at least 10,000 students.

Our continued growth underscores our desire to provide access, opportunities and choices to students who want a quality educational experience within a context of faith, and one that ultimately leads to a fulfilling career.

During the summer, work started on the new Student Engagement Center, a project slated for completion in 2017. The $29 million, state-of-the-art facility will be several times larger than the building it’s replacing. Our goal for the Engagement Center is for it to serve as a place for creativity and collaborative learning while bringing together many student-related services under one roof.

The construction has necessitated the relocation of the Marian Hall dining facility as well as administrative offices. There will be a new full-service cafeteria at the International Conference Center, while additional dining options will be available throughout the lower part of the campus. The administrative offices have been relocated to several locations throughout UIW.

I encourage you to check our website and social media for more information on the office relocations and other ongoing initiatives and projects. We’ll do our best to provide you with regular updates.

The next two years will be a challenging time for our community. Let me thank you in advance for your patience and consideration. Everything we do is to ensure an extraordinary student learning experience, because at UIW, we’re committed to the recruitment of future graduates.

On behalf of the faculty, staff, administration and Board of Trustees, I wish you every success this year. Go Cardinals!

Sincerely,

Dr. Lou J. Agnese Jr., president

UIW president: ‘Next two years will be challenging’
**Ex-Cardinal pitcher eyes future with Blue Jays**

**By Priscilla Aguirre**

Former Cardinal pitcher ace Eugene “Geno” Encina is playing minor league ball after he was selected in the 2015 Major League Baseball draft by the Toronto Blue Jays.

Encina, a 6-foot-4, 200-pound right-hander, had just finished his third season on the mound for the University of the Incarnate Word Cardinals when he was selected in the 18th round by the Toronto Blue Jays. He was the 542nd player selected in the draft, which started June 8 and ended June 13.

During the draft, Encina said he had been contacted by a number of teams including the Florida Marlins, Chicago Cubs and Tampa Bay Rays. He worked out for the Marlins in the weeks leading up to the draft and thought they might be the team to take him, but he said he was happy when he heard from the Blue Jays before his selection.

Encina, 21, is the only eight-inning Cardinals game on the Blue Jays minors scouting list to be drafted by a major league club. The last Cardinal to be picked was Elroy Urbina before his selection in the 20th round by the Toronto Blue Jays and it was a feeling of mixed emotions, “I was very fortunate to be drafted to the Toronto Blue Jays and it was a feeling of mixed emotions,” Encina said. “To be honest I had no idea the Blue Jays were going to pick me. I just felt good and needed to win six games, and lastly win three hard games on the road.

When it comes to kick off, the team needs to be ready. But we also need to learn how to deal with the ups and downs during this upcoming season. The team has to play with pride, and play to the end — even when they know it would be easier to quit.” Kennan said.

**Ex-Cardinal pitcher eyes future with Blue Jays**

By Zach Lucero

**Ex-Cardinal pitcher eyes future with Blue Jays**

**Point guard maintains dream to go pro**

By Priscilla Aguirre

When Devaughn Austin didn't get drafted by an NBA team but he did get to play for the Houston Rockets Summer League Team and is working out at their preseason camp.

Livingston, 22, said he hopes to play pro ball but for now is concentrating on his workouts, lifting the weight room and practicing drills at the camp. Livingston also is taking online classes with the University of the Incarnate Word and has plans to graduate with a business degree in May.

The 6-4 star guard, who at one point his senior season was the nation’s leading scorer, hoped for a spot on any NBA roster and had pre-draft workouts with several teams, the Utah Jazz, Memphis Grizzlies, San Antonio Spurs and the Rockets. Although he wasn’t selected, the Rockets asked him another chance to show his stuff playing for his hometown team.

Lamar entered his fifth season with the Cardinals as the head coach. The Cardinals have their work cut out for them this season, kicking off at home at 2 p.m.

**Back to School 2015**
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**Volleyball plans to surpass season’s skeptics**

The University of the Incarnate Word’s volleyball team has been picked to finish in the bottom third of the Southland Conference, but the Cardinals’ coach begs to differ.

“We feel we could very well push to be among the top of the conference starting her 23rd year as head coach,” said Jen Montoya, who’s starting her 13th year as head coach.

Here are her reasons: “We have only graduated one senior, we have a core of freshmen and he’s watched Encino form a great bond since they were freshmen and he’s watched Encino mature. In a UIW news release, Head Coach Geno. You hear a lot of different things "great for our program. I am happy for

Before coming to UIW, he pitched at Bradshaw High School in San Antonio. A former UW teammate, catcher Colton Bessett, said he and Encino have formed a great bond since they were freshmen and he’s watched Encino mature.

“In my opinion, I believe I should be starting in the middle just pitch and off the field his work last year he really toned that down and... and become ready to be a professional. The pre-season schedule “will challenge us to grow,” Montoya said. “Our ultimate goal of pre-season is to get us ready for conference. Our focus for the season: Learn how to mentally prepare for what it takes to win at a high level. Our goal is to get better each day. We will focus on the process of success, and not on the outcome of matches. We will emphasize doing all the little things right.”

**Ex-Cardinal Pitcher cont.**

were interested in me. A lot of teams had called me during the draft and I ended up coming to terms with Toronto and when they wanted to draft me.

Being drafted to the major leagues was a dream come true for Encina. Before coming to UIW, he pitched at Bradshaw High School in San Antonio. A former UW teammate, catcher Colton Bessett, said he and Encino have formed a great bond since they were freshmen and he’s watched Encino mature.

“She really pushed me and the other pitchers that are on the field. Her ethic increased exponentially,” Bessett said. “The Blue Jays got a young pitcher with a lot of potential (who) gets better every year. They get a guy in need of development but is definitely willing to do what it takes to achieve his dream. Cardinal outfielder Mark Whitehead said he loved playing defense when Encino was pitching. "We always knew he would be at his best and his ability to work fast and continually throw strikers keeps you in the game so O2," Whitehead said. In a UWU new release, Head Coach Dan Heep said Encina’s selection was “great for our program. I am happy for Geno. You hear a lot of different things heading into the draft and we told him not to get too wrapped up in it. I told him that if the situation was tight and

The money was right that he should sign. I’m encouraging him to still finish up his degree, but this is a great opportunity for him.”

Encina, who was majoring in communication arts with a concentration in journalism, said he does plan on coming back and finishing his degree at UWU. However, as of now he is going to finish the season with the Blue Jays, then take a year off from school to train during the off season to get ready for the major leagues.

“Doesn’t know the Blue Jays plan for his future in their system but as of now he is starting a pitcher who "looking to give our team a chance to win in whatever situation they need me." His time at UIW as a starter and reliever prepared him well for the pros. Encina said: “This coaches prepared me to stand in shape for the professional level and I feel as if the atmosphere at UIW helped me mature off the field and become ready to be a professional in all aspects of life. From teachers to advisors to the students, they all helped in my success and brought me to where I am today.

“I’m happy to be playing the game I love for a living and to be at the level I am. I worked my whole life to be here and I understand the long road ahead of me to make it to the big leagues but this is the life I chose and I wouldn’t trade it for anything. It was a team effort through it all and I enjoyed my time playing for UIW,” Livingston said. "I learned a lot from my teammates and coaches. I plan to visit the campus soon to visit my friends, the coaches, and my old teammates. "Throughout all of my accomplishments I just want to keep playing basketball and hopefully play for a NBA team one day I have hopes to graduate soon and will work hard to make my dreams come true."

“His devotion to the sport of basketball as... in Houston. I just want to make an example that it doesn’t matter what school you go to as long as... don’t follow the wrong crowd. Life is short so giving up should be an option. My advice to others is to just keep dreaming about life and follow your dream.”

**Catch the Cardinals**

**August games calendar**

**Point guard maintains dream cont.**

in school. “I call where I grew up ’the hood’ because of what I was around,” Livingston said. “I had friends who showed a lot of promise for a sport but gave it up for drugs or went to jail. My brothers taught me to stay out of the street gang and focus on

Livingston graduated from Waltrip High School and helped lead the Rams to three playoff appearances. In his senior year, he led District 21-4A in scoring. Then 6-foot-1 inches and 137 pounds, many college believed he wasn’t ready for a Division I atmosphere. “I needed a scholarship to go to school and no one was offering at the time,” Livingston said. “But Incarnate Word worked with me and saw something in me. Now I’m their first player on a basketball team to ever make it on a NBA summer league.”

In his senior year at Incarnate Word, Livingston averaged 21.7 points, 5.9 rebounds, 2.9 assists and 2.6 steals a game while earning first-team All-Southland Conference honors. Livingston was among the top five scorers in the nation and ranked in the top 10 in steals per game. He set a school record for 74 steals. He scored at least 30 points six times during the season and set school records for free throws made and attempted. He finished his career ranked in the top five in school history in 10 different statistical categories. He accumulated 1,716 points, 475 free throws made, 297 assists, 214 steals and 128 blocks.

In his final season of UWU, Livingston was named Dick Vitale’s Player of the Week and twice-named College Sports Madness Mid-Major Player of the Week. He also was named to the Division I All-District first team, Southland Conference first team, National Association of Basketball Coaches All-District first team, and was a finalist for the Lou Henson Award given to the top “Mid-Major” player of the year. “It was a team effort through it all and I enjoyed my time playing for UWU,” Livingston said. “I learned a lot from my teammates and coaches. I plan to visit the campus soon to visit my friends, the coaches, and my old teammates. "Throughout all of my accomplishments I just want to keep playing basketball and hopefully play for a NBA team one day I have hopes to graduate soon and will work hard to make my dreams come true."

“I hope to play professional somewhere, preferably in Houston. I just want to make an example that it doesn’t matter what school you go to as long as... don’t follow the wrong crowd. Life is short so giving up should be an option. My advice to others is to just keep dreaming about life and follow your dream.”

**Women’s Soccer vs South**

Date: 8/28 Location: Mobile, AL Time: 7:00 p.m.

Date: 8/29 Location: Mobile, AL Time: 7:00 p.m.

Date: 8/30 Location: Mobile, AL Time: 7:00 p.m.

Date: 8/31 Location: Mobile, AL Time: 7:00 p.m.

Date: 9/1 Location: Mobile, AL Time: 7:00 p.m.

**Women’s Volleyball vs Pepperdine**

Date: 9/22 Location: Torrance, CA Time: 7:00 p.m.

Date: 9/23 Location: Torrance, CA Time: 7:00 p.m.

Date: 9/24 Location: Torrance, CA Time: 7:00 p.m.

**Women’s Volleyball vs Oral Roberts**

Date: 9/30 Location: Tulsa, OK Time: 7:00 p.m.
Thirty peer mentors to advise new students

The First Year Engagement Program has chosen 30 University of the Incarnate Word students to serve as peer mentors this academic year. The mentors -- sophomores through seniors -- will earn a $1,000 scholarship each semester they serve. Incoming freshmen are assigned peer mentors who help their mentees keep up-to-date with campus activities and registration deadlines, said Rochelle Ramirez, an adviser for First Year who manages the peer mentors.

The First Year Engagement Program has chosen 30 University of the Incarnate Word students to serve as peer mentors to freshmen this academic year. The mentors -- sophomores through seniors -- will earn a $1,000 scholarship each semester they serve. Incoming freshmen are assigned peer mentors who help their mentees keep up-to-date with campus activities and registration deadlines, said Rochelle Ramirez, an adviser for First Year who manages the peer mentors.

Fifteen sophomores at the University of the Incarnate Word comprise the 2015 cohort of Cardinal Community Leaders sponsored by the Ettling Center for Civic Leadership. The students, who applied last spring when they were freshmen, are involved in a week-long orientation through Friday, April 14, that will further acquaint them with the center, social justice, leadership, and the Sisters of Charity of the Incarnate Word who came to Texas in 1866 and created the ministries of CHRISTUS Health. The center believes "civically engaged leaders collaborate in partnership with local and global community stakeholders to achieve individual/social transformation while respecting the dignity of each individual and all creation."

The Ettling Center's mission is "in the spirit of Christian service, to develop leaders who promote social justice in partnership with diverse local and global communities." The center -- a partnership between UIW and CHRISTUS Health -- is an initiative guided by the principles of Catholic social teaching. (The center) is dedicated to promoting the common good by educating enlightened and concerned leaders committed to learning, research, advocacy and service for those in most need." The center's mission is "in the spirit of Christian service, to develop leaders who promote social justice in partnership with diverse local and global communities.

The Ettling Center's mission is "in the spirit of Christian service, to develop leaders who promote social justice in partnership with diverse local and global communities." The center -- a partnership between UIW and CHRISTUS Health -- is an initiative guided by the principles of Catholic social teaching. (The center) is dedicated to promoting the common good by educating enlightened and concerned leaders committed to learning, research, advocacy and service for those in most need." The center believes "civically engaged leaders collaborate in partnership with local and global community stakeholders to achieve individual/social transformation while respecting the dignity of each individual and all creation."

The center's mission is "in the spirit of Christian service, to develop leaders who promote social justice in partnership with diverse local and global communities." The center -- a partnership between UIW and CHRISTUS Health -- is an initiative guided by the principles of Catholic social teaching. (The center) is dedicated to promoting the common good by educating enlightened and concerned leaders committed to learning, research, advocacy and service for those in most need." The center believes "civically engaged leaders collaborate in partnership with local and global community stakeholders to achieve individual/social transformation while respecting the dignity of each individual and all creation."

The center's mission is "in the spirit of Christian service, to develop leaders who promote social justice in partnership with diverse local and global communities." The center -- a partnership between UIW and CHRISTUS Health -- is an initiative guided by the principles of Catholic social teaching. (The center) is dedicated to promoting the common good by educating enlightened and concerned leaders committed to learning, research, advocacy and service for those in most need." The center believes "civically engaged leaders collaborate in partnership with local and global community stakeholders to achieve individual/social transformation while respecting the dignity of each individual and all creation."

The center’s mission is “in the spirit of Christian service, to develop leaders who promote social justice in partnership with diverse local and global communities.” The center -- a partnership between UIW and CHRISTUS Health -- is an initiative guided by the principles of Catholic social teaching. (The center) is dedicated to promoting the common good by educating enlightened and concerned leaders committed to learning, research, advocacy and service for those in most need.” The center believes “civically engaged leaders collaborate in partnership with local and global community stakeholders to achieve individual/social transformation while respecting the dignity of each individual and all creation.”

"Many of these students attend college while employed or meeting major family responsibilities. Additionally, they typically have minimal experience and leadership modeling to draw upon as they prepare for their professional careers in a multicultural society. This course will help address some of these challenges by providing an introduction to literacy in civic leadership, which will then create informed, responsible, and lifelong engaged citizen-leaders.”

The center’s mission is “in the spirit of Christian service, to develop leaders who promote social justice in partnership with diverse local and global communities.” The center -- a partnership between UIW and CHRISTUS Health -- is an initiative guided by the principles of Catholic social teaching. (The center) is dedicated to promoting the common good by educating enlightened and concerned leaders committed to learning, research, advocacy and service for those in most need.” The center believes “civically engaged leaders collaborate in partnership with local and global community stakeholders to achieve individual/social transformation while respecting the dignity of each individual and all creation.”
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Sodexo serves from new location

By Karissa Rangel
LOGOS STAFF WRITER

Marian Hall’s cafeteria still exists but it lives on in a new location on the first floor of Dr. Burton E. Grosman International Conference Center. Marian Hall/BICC opened this summer and began serving campers to prepare for University of the Incarnate Word palates this fall. The cafeteria will be in its new space for at least two years -- the estimated time it will take to build the new $29 million Student Engagement Center to replace Marian Hall Student Center. Marian Hall/BICC was a joint effort -- designed by Sodexo with construction through the university and Joeris. 

Between the two contracts, they were able to transform a once outdoor patio into a dining area to host students, faculty and staff as an eat-in dining area. The seating area showcases outdoor sunlight with floor-to-ceiling windows. It is also running on energy-efficient savings with lighting sensors. In the next room over, students, faculty and staff are able to select a meal, from classic staples such as chicken-fried steak to spaghetti and meatballs, depending on what’s on the menu. 

While the cafeteria will be in a new facility, some students are still concerned. “The cafeteria is no longer conveniently placed in the center of campus near the classrooms,” said Raquel Kazprzyk, a sophomore 3D Animation/Game Design major. “It’s going to be harder (to get there).” Bora concedes there are going to be some problems for the students, the same as the old location, he noted. “These are inconvenient times for all of us because of construction,” Bora said. “But it’s going to be convenient for students for breakfast and dinner.” 

As far as the building is concerned, Bora said he doesn’t see the cafeteria’s new location as “a smaller place, but a more efficient space.” The new cafeteria will seat about 230-245 students, the same as the old location, he noted. The appliances are all brand-new, including ovens, coolers and dishwashers. The layout creates an open-concept, giving off a spacious feeling. Hortencia’s Chick-fil-a will be more packed than ever lunchtime, but they are working to feed the crowds. “Hortencia’s will have a brand-new Coca-Cola freestyle machine which will allow students, faculty and staff to customize their own beverages,” said Bianca Maldonado, unit marketing coordinator for Sodexo on campus. “The layout creates an open-concept, giving off a spacious feeling. Hortencia’s will be fully stocked with even more snacks and grab and go items because of the increased space.” 

Sodexo also will expand its mobile operation on the golf cart and opening a new unit in Dubuis Hall called “Café a la Cart,” a full-meal operation based on the cafeteria swipe system such as the ICC’s former café, Circa 1881. And Finnegan’s will remain a fixture in the basement of the Administration Building. 

Meanwhile, Hortencia’s in the basement of the Administration Building is expanding to hold up to the influx of more people looking for lunch. UIW Dining by Sodexo anticipates Hortencia’s Chick-fil-a will be more packed than ever come lunchtime, but they are working to feed the crowds. “It’s smaller. But once [students] see the space, they’re scared for more traffic,” Bora said. “It’s going to be a success. Everyone, but Sodexo’s Bora said he knows the facility is going to be a success.” Hortencia’s will have a brand-new Coca-Cola freestyle machine which will allow students, faculty and staff to customize their own beverages,” said Bianca Maldonado, unit marketing coordinator for Sodexo on campus. “The layout creates an open-concept, giving off a spacious feeling. Hortencia’s will be fully stocked with even more snacks and grab and go items because of the increased space.” 

The new location is a major adjustment for everyone, but Sodexo’s Bora said he knows the facility is going to be a success. “It’s smaller. But once [students] see the space, we’re scared for more traffic,” Bora said. “It’s going to be a success. Everyone, but Sodexo’s Bora said he knows the facility is going to be a success.” 

The new cafeteria will have two entrances, one near the Hillside Hall shuttle stop and another inside that let the cafeteria will still have no trouble seating the old facility did so students can enjoy nature and good food with the comfort of air conditioning and fast Wi-Fi connection. And the new cafeteria will continue to offer “to go” for students who want to eat on the run or are limited on time before class. 

“Your coffee in the morning, your milk, your sandwiches, it’s all here,” Bora said. “The food will not be affected. It’s better. You guys won’t have to worry about leaking ceilings.” 

The new location is a major adjustment for everyone, but Sodexo’s Bora said he knows the facility is going to be a success. “It’s smaller. But once [students] see the space, we’re scared for more traffic,” Bora said. “It’s going to be a success. Everyone, but Sodexo’s Bora said he knows the facility is going to be a success.” 

“Hortencia’s will have a brand-new Coca-Cola freestyle machine which will allow students, faculty and staff to customize their own beverages,” said Bianca Maldonado, unit marketing coordinator for Sodexo on campus. “The layout creates an open-concept, giving off a spacious feeling. Hortencia’s will be fully stocked with even more snacks and grab and go items because of the increased space.” 

Sodexo also will expand its mobile operation on the golf cart and opening a new unit in Dubuis Hall called “Café a la Cart,” a full-meal operation based on the cafeteria swipe system such as the ICC’s former café, Circa 1881. And Finnegan’s will remain a fixture on the first floor of J.E. and L.E. Mabee Library. 

The comparison to off-campus food, Marian Hall/BICC will still be cheaper for the amount of food offered to students in a single sitting. “You can go back after you eat; grab a Jell-O, a pie, or a cake and it’s not going to cost you an extra $5,” Maldonado said.

“This is not conveniently placed in the center of campus near the classrooms,” said Raquel Kazprzyk, a sophomore 3D Animation/Game Design major. “It’s going to be harder (to get there).” Bora concedes there are going to be some problems for the students, the same as the old location, he noted. “These are inconvenient times for all of us because of construction,” Bora said. “But it’s going to be convenient for students for breakfast and dinner.” 

As far as the building is concerned, Bora said he doesn’t see the cafeteria’s new location as “a smaller place, but a more efficient space.” The new cafeteria will seat about 230-245 students, the same as the old location, he noted. The appliances are all brand-new, including ovens, coolers and dishwashers. The layout creates an open-concept, giving off a spacious feeling. Hortencia’s Chick-fil-a will be more packed than ever lunchtime, but they are working to feed the crowds. “Hortencia’s will have a brand-new Coca-Cola freestyle machine which will allow students, faculty and staff to customize their own beverages,” said Bianca Maldonado, unit marketing coordinator for Sodexo on campus. “The layout creates an open-concept, giving off a spacious feeling. Hortencia’s will be fully stocked with even more snacks and grab and go items because of the increased space.” 

Sodexo also will expand its mobile operation on the golf cart and opening a new unit in Dubuis Hall called “Café a la Cart,” a full-meal operation based on the cafeteria swipe system such as the ICC’s former café, Circa 1881. And Finnegan’s will remain a fixture on the first floor of J.E. and L.E. Mabee Library. 

The comparison to off-campus food, Marian Hall/BICC will still be cheaper for the amount of food offered to students in a single sitting. “You can go back after you eat; grab a Jell-O, a pie, or a cake and it’s not going to cost you an extra $5,” Maldonado said.

“The new location is a major adjustment for everyone, but Sodexo’s Bora said he knows the facility is going to be a success. “It’s smaller. But once [students] see the space, we’re scared for more traffic,” Bora said. “It’s going to be a success. Everyone, but Sodexo’s Bora said he knows the facility is going to be a success.” 
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Hortencia’s will have a brand-new Coca-Cola freestyle machine which will allow students, faculty and staff to customize their own beverages,” said Bianca Maldonado, unit marketing coordinator for Sodexo on campus. “The layout creates an open-concept, giving off a spacious feeling. Hortencia’s will be fully stocked with even more snacks and grab and go items because of the increased space.” 

Sodexo also will expand its mobile operation on the golf cart and opening a new unit in Dubuis Hall called “Café a la Cart,” a full-meal operation based on the cafeteria swipe system such as the ICC’s former café, Circa 1881. And Finnegan’s will remain a fixture on the first floor of J.E. and L.E. Mabee Library. 

UIW Dining by Sodexo anticipates Hortencia’s Chick-fil-a will be more packed than ever come lunchtime, but they are working to feed the crowds. “It’s smaller. But once [students] see the space, we’re scared for more traffic,” Bora said. “It’s going to be a success. Everyone, but Sodexo’s Bora said he knows the facility is going to be a success.” 

“This is not conveniently placed in the center of campus near the classrooms,” said Raquel Kazprzyk, a sophomore 3D Animation/Game Design major. “It’s going to be harder (to get there).” Bora concedes there are going to be some problems for the students, the same as the old location, he noted. “These are inconvenient times for all of us because of construction,” Bora said. “But it’s going to be convenient for students for breakfast and dinner.” 

As far as the building is concerned, Bora said he doesn’t see the cafeteria’s new location as “a smaller place, but a more efficient space.” The new cafeteria will seat about 230-245 students, the same as the old location, he noted. The appliances are all brand-new, including ovens, coolers and dishwashers. The layout creates an open-concept, giving off a spacious feeling. Hortencia’s Chick-fil-a will be more packed than ever lunchtime, but they are working to feed the crowds. “Hortencia’s will have a brand-new Coca-Cola freestyle machine which will allow students, faculty and staff to customize their own beverages,” said Bianca Maldonado, unit marketing coordinator for Sodexo on campus. “The layout creates an open-concept, giving off a spacious feeling. Hortencia’s will be fully stocked with even more snacks and grab and go items because of the increased space.” 

Sodexo also will expand its mobile operation on the golf cart and opening a new unit in Dubuis Hall called “Café a la Cart,” a full-meal operation based on the cafeteria swipe system such as the ICC’s former café, Circa 1881. And Finnegan’s will remain a fixture on the first floor of J.E. and L.E. Mabee Library. 

The comparison to off-campus food, Marian Hall/BICC will still be cheaper for the amount of food offered to students in a single sitting. “You can go back after you eat; grab a Jell-O, a pie, or a cake and it’s not going to cost you an extra $5,” Maldonado said.

“The new location is a major adjustment for everyone, but Sodexo’s Bora said he knows the facility is going to be a success. “It’s smaller. But once [students] see the space, we’re scared for more traffic,” Bora said. “It’s going to be a success. Everyone, but Sodexo’s Bora said he knows the facility is going to be a success.”
WHAT'S NEW AT THE 'U'?  

The University of the Incarnate Word's new state of the art Music Building is a revolutionary change for both students and faculty. Russ Berger, a world master acoustician, and his team at the Russ Berger Design Group who specialize in acoustical and architectural design, designed the interior of the new building from floor to ceiling. Russ Berger Design Group's clients have included the NFL Network, Studio Records, and National Public Radio, just to name a few.

The new recording studio is state-of-the-art. In nearly every room in the music building, visitors will find it filled with different types of special unique-looking sound diffusers. What might look like decorations on the wall and ceiling are actually intricately engineered pieces of technology that control the noise and vibrations, providing each and every room the most perfect-sounding acoustics. Also on the first floor, a new student instrument storage room now gives students a safe, easy and secure place to store their instruments while going to other classes.

The new building also includes 18 practice rooms on the second and third floors. Each student practice room is furnished with upright pianos and is soundproof so students are able to practice their instrument without disturbing any classes around them. In addition to the student practice rooms which are slightly bigger professor instruction rooms equipped with various grand pianos. These rooms allow instructors to work more one-on-one with an individual student or a small group of students outside of the classroom. The new music building will have a catwalk that leads to the new Fine Arts Concert Hall next door. The new concert hall, which will be named after the late Sister Maria Goretti Zehr, is planned to seat around 500 people.

What might look like decorations on the wall and ceiling are actually intricately engineered pieces of technology that control the noise and vibrations, providing each and every room the most perfect-sounding acoustics.

On the second floor, a new student instrument storage room now gives students a safe, easy and secure place to store their instruments while going to other classes.

The space that ELS occupied formerly was the university’s bookstore before it moved to the fourth floor of McCombs Center. Ironically, when the bookstore moves, ELS had to vacate Marian Hall early this summer – along with several others in the building – so the new Student Engagement Center could be constructed.

ELS Language Center, which was in Marian Hall Student Center’s basement for years, is moving to portable classrooms on an old baseball practice field for the next two years.

“We didn’t have to change any schedules during the summer because the University of the Incarnate Word has worked with us incredibly, making everything go smoothly,” said Dr. Ali’ Alahmad, ELS director. “Summer was the perfect time for this change because not a lot of students are taking summer classes.”

The ELS students were more than happy with summer change to the Administration Building because the classrooms were bigger, and they will even have a break room in the temporary location, he said.

But the final location in McCombs and its proximity to Dr. Burton E. Grossman International Conference Center is the one everyone is the most excited about. It not only means bigger classrooms for everyone, but it will also make the immigration process easier for international students since the office where the process is done will be in the same building where they will be taking classes.

“This will be more convenient for us since we are always dealing with the International Office,” Alahmad said. “So far everyone in the department is more than happy for the change, as well as the students.”

Els Language Center students will now have their office in the newly constructed UIW Student Engagement Center.
**August Movies**

Compiled by Valerie Bustamante

**Amnesiac**

**Aug. 14**

RATED: n/a

GENRE: Suspense/Thriller

STARRING: Kate Bosworth, Wes Bentley, Olivia Rose Keegan, Richard Riehle, Patrick Bauchau

**Straight Outta Compton**

RATED: R

GENRE: Drama

STARRING: O'Shea Jackson Jr., Corey Hawkins, Jason Mitchell, Aldis Hodge

**Aug. 21**

**American Ultra**

RATED: R

GENRE: Action/Comedy

STARRING: Kristen Stewart, Jesse Eisenberg, Walton Goggins, Connie Britton, Bill Pullman

**Before We Go**

RATED: PG-13

GENRE: Comedy/Drama

STARRING: Chris Evans, Alice Eve, Scott Evans, Emma Fitzpatrick, Mark Kassen, Daniel Spink

**Sinister 2**

RATED: R

GENRE: Horror

STARRING: Shannyn Sossamon, James Ransone, Tate Ellington, Lea Coco, Robert Sloan, Dartanian Sloan

**Aug. 28**

**Regression**

RATED: R

GENRE: Suspense/Thriller

STARRING: Ethan Hawke, Emma Watson, Davis Dencik, David Thewlis, Dale Dickey

**We Are Your Friends**

RATED: R

GENRE: Drama

STARRING: Vanessa Lengies, Zac Efron, Emily Ratajkowski, Jon Bernthal, Jonny Weston, Wes Bentley

---

**Auditions set Aug. 18 for two fall productions**

The Department of Theatre Arts is holding auditions for two fall plays—“Almost, Maine” and “Reckless”—from 6 to 10 p.m. Tuesday, Aug. 18, in Evelyn Huth Coates Theatre.

A sign-up sheet will be posted on the callboard outside the theatre’s Green Room on the first floor Monday, Aug. 17, in the Halligan-Ibbs Theatre (HIT) Building, when University of the Incarnate Word classes begin.

The joint auditions require those trying out to prepare comedic and dramatic monologues not more than 90 seconds in length for both plays, said Chrissie Young, department secretary. Those that exceed that time will be stopped, she noted.

“All theatre arts majors are expected to audition and those on theatre arts scholarships are required to audition,” Young added.

Callbacks for “Almost, Maine” will be 6:30-9:30 p.m. Wednesday, Aug. 19, and “Reckless” callbacks will be 6:30-9:30 p.m. Thursday, Aug. 20.

“Almost Maine,” by John Cariani, is under the direction of Mark Stringham, an associate professor of theatre arts. The play, scheduled Oct. 2-4 and Oct. 8-10, is billed as a romantic comedy where “magical realism abounds.”

“Reckless” by Craig Lucas, is set Nov. 13-15 and Nov. 18-20. It’s about a “housewife (who) leaps from her comfortable home and embarks on a dreamlike odyssey of self-realization.” Dr. Robert Ball, a professor of theatre arts and chair of the department, will direct.

Stringham will return in the spring to direct “The House of Bernarda Alba” by Federico Garcia Lorca scheduled Feb. 19-21 and Feb. 25-27. “Tensions flare and secrets are revealed in this tale of a widowed Spanish matriarch and her five daughters,” according to a plotline.

Ball also returns in the spring to direct the last play, “Blueberry Toast” by Mary Laws, set for an April 16-17 and April 20-23 run. It’s billed as a “food-fight comedy” where “suburbia meets murder.”

---

**Arty Party**

Patrons of the new Fine Arts Complex will see more room and improved facilities for art shows and exhibits at the University of the Incarnate Word.

Extended Run Players to present ‘Thurber Carnival’

**The Woodlawn Theatre Presents Aug 14 - Sept 6**

The Woodlawn Theatre Presents "Thurber Carnival"

The Extended Run Players, described as “a group of theatre-lovers ranging from seasoned veterans to stage-struck tyros,” will present scenes from "A Thurber Carnival" as the fall production.

The group will stage the show at 7 p.m. Oct. 23 and 2 p.m. Oct. 25 in J.E. and L.E. Mabee Library Auditorium. Proceeds go toward scholarships for the theatre arts majors at the University of the Incarnate Word.

Founded in 1996, the group dedicates itself to:

- Performing fine productions of worthy plays or musical revues in a Reader's Theatre format.
- Spreading the love of theatre throughout San Antonio and its surrounding communities.
- Nurturing the next generation of theatre artists.

UIW students, faculty and staff get free admission with I.D. Otherwise, tickets are $10 for adults, $9 for seniors, $8 for non-UIW students, and $6 for groups of 10 or more.

For more information, call the box office at (210) 829-3800 or the theatre arts office weekdays at (210) 829-3810.
The University of the Incarnate Word's growing reputation as an institution where one can enjoy employment got some Main Campus employees time off on Monday, July 6.

Dr. Lo J. Aguirre, Jr., UIW's longtime president, cited Incarnate Word's sixth consecutive year to be named one of the "Great Colleges to Work For" by The Chronicle of Higher Education, a magazine dedicated to higher education, which recognizes the University of the Incarnate Word for its competitive compensation, work environment and benefits.

"The survey results are based on a two-part assessment process: an institutional audit that captures demographics and workplace policies from each institution, and a survey administered to faculty, administrators, and professional support staff. The purpose of this audit is to determine whether an institution received recognition was the employer feedback."

"This is affirmation of the positive campus environment we've created for our employees," Aguirre said. "It's gratifying recognition for both UIW and San Antonio."

The Center for Teaching & Learning at the University of the Incarnate Word (UIW) is offering four (4) workshops that focus on teaching and technology. These workshops are offered between 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. Tuesday, Aug. 18, and Wednesday, Aug. 19, in AD 212.

Participants may drop in any time during the scheduled hours for personal assistance with your Blackboard site, or talk to Dr. Susan Hall, the center's director. Participants can bring a copy of their course outline and documents to look like to post. Two UIW instructional technology specialists — Terry Parks, technical training coordinator, and Jessica Martinez, an instructional designer — will facilitate the workshops.

The workshops include:

- "Quality Feedback with a Clever App: Socrative," 8-9 a.m., Wednesday, Aug. 26. Breakfast included. Limited to 10. Participants should bring a laptop to learn about Socrative, a free app that allows students to use any digital device as a clicker. It supports several types of questions and grades students graded or ungraded feedback on their performance. Participants will participate in a demo and quiz and then explore how to create Socrative questions. Dr. Pat Burr, a chairholder and professor of technology at the E.H. Butler School of Business and Administration, will be the instructor.

- "Quiz and Learn, Kahootly: Kahoot! and Bloom's Taxonomy," 4:30-5:30 p.m., Wednesday, Sept. 12. Wine and cheese included. Limited to 10. Kahoot! is a free app that allows students to use any digital device as a clicker. It supports several types of questions in a game format and grades students graded or ungraded feedback on their performance. Participants in this hands-on session will learn to create Kahoot! questions of their own. Dr. Amanda Johnston, an assistant professor of the School of Business and Administration, will be the instructor.

- "Want Better Papers? Provide Earlier Feedback," noon-1 p.m., Monday, Oct. 12. Lunch included. Dr. Chris Edelman, an assistant professor at the University of Texas at San Antonio, will lead the session. The session is one of two hands-on sessions that allow participants to experience several informal writing activities in a team environment and is lightly graded, if it's graded at all. Participants will explore ways to provide earlier feedback to improve student writing. Dr. Barbara Millis, a retired educator who has been a member of the UIW administration for five days in July.

- "How do I manage the classroom?" 1:30-2:30 p.m., Wednesday, Oct. 7, and noon-1 p.m. Monday, Oct. 12. Lunch included. Dr. Ha and Dr. Teresa Parmelee, an assistant professor of psychology, will discuss the research on effective strategies for teaching and - implementation service learning.

- "Managing the Interactive Classroom," noon-1 p.m., Wednesday, Oct. 7, and 8-9 a.m. Tuesday, Oct. 15, and noon-1 p.m. Tuesday, Oct. 15. Wine and cheese (Oct. 1) and lunch (Oct. 15) included as well as a $100 stipend to the first 10, full-time faculty members registering who teach undergraduates. Dr. Amanda Johnston, an assistant professor of technology at the University of the Incarnate Word, will lead the session.

The session includes an overview of the technology, followed by a brief quiz and then learn to create Kahoot! questions of their own. Dr. Johnston, an assistant professor of technology at the University of the Incarnate Word, will lead the session. The session is one of two hands-on sessions that allow participants to experience several informal writing activities in a team environment and is lightly graded, if it's graded at all. Participants will explore ways to provide earlier feedback to improve student writing. Dr. Barbara Millis, a retired educator who has been a member of the UIW administration for five days in July.

UIW will offer four more workshops that focus on teaching and technology. These workshops are offered between 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. Tuesday, Aug. 18, and Wednesday, Aug. 19, in AD 212.

Participants may drop in any time during the scheduled hours for personal assistance with your Blackboard site, or talk to Dr. Susan Hall, the center's director. Participants can bring a copy of their course outline and documents to look like to post. Two UIW instructional technology specialists — Terry Parks, technical training coordinator, and Jessica Martinez, an instructional designer — will facilitate the workshops.

The workshops include:

- "Quality Feedback with a Clever App: Socrative," 8-9 a.m., Wednesday, Aug. 26. Breakfast included. Limited to 10. Participants should bring a laptop to learn about Socrative, a free app that allows students to use any digital device as a clicker. It supports several types of questions and grades students graded or ungraded feedback on their performance. Participants will participate in a demo and quiz and then explore how to create Socrative questions. Dr. Pat Burr, a chairholder and professor of technology at the E.H. Butler School of Business and Administration, will be the instructor.

- "Quiz and Learn, Kahootly: Kahoot! and Bloom's Taxonomy," 4:30-5:30 p.m., Wednesday, Sept. 12. Wine and cheese included. Limited to 10. Kahoot! is a free app that allows students to use any digital device as a clicker. It supports several types of questions in a game format and grades students graded or ungraded feedback on their performance. Participants in this hands-on session will learn to create Kahoot! questions of their own. Dr. Amanda Johnston, an assistant professor of the School of Business and Administration, will be the instructor.

- "Want Better Papers? Provide Earlier Feedback," noon-1 p.m., Monday, Oct. 12. Lunch included. Dr. Chris Edelman, an assistant professor at the University of Texas at San Antonio, will lead the session. The session is one of two hands-on sessions that allow participants to experience several informal writing activities in a team environment and is lightly graded, if it's graded at all. Participants will explore ways to provide earlier feedback to improve student writing. Dr. Barbara Millis, a retired educator who has been a member of the UIW administration for five days in July.

- "How do I manage the classroom?" 1:30-2:30 p.m., Wednesday, Oct. 7, and noon-1 p.m. Monday, Oct. 12. Lunch included. Dr. Ha and Dr. Teresa Parmelee, an assistant professor of psychology, will discuss the research on effective strategies for teaching and - implementation service learning.

The session includes an overview of the technology, followed by a brief quiz and then learn to create Kahoot! questions of their own. Dr. Johnston, an assistant professor of technology at the University of the Incarnate Word, will lead the session. The session is one of two hands-on sessions that allow participants to experience several informal writing activities in a team environment and is lightly graded, if it's graded at all. Participants will explore ways to provide earlier feedback to improve student writing. Dr. Barbara Millis, a retired educator who has been a member of the UIW administration for five days in July.
“And then I realized adventure was the best way to learn.”

STEP 2: Where will you go?
1) UIW’s European Study Center in Heidelberg, Germany
   www.studyabroad-germany.eu
2) One of UIW’s Sister Schools (more than 130 to choose from)
   www.uiw.edu/studyabroad/sisterschools/

STEP 1: Do you have a passport?
You need:
- Evidence of U.S. Citizenship
- Photo Identification & Photocopy
- Passport Photo
- Passport Application

Cost: $135 (standard processing fee)

Where to apply:
- Apply in person at a Department of State Passport Agency
  [Some U.S. post offices]

For more details, visit: travel.state.gov/passports

STEP 3: Have you visited the Study Abroad Office?
To set up an appointment, contact:
Alanna Taylor
Study Abroad Coordinator
(210) 805-5709
studyabroad@uiwtx.edu
or
on Facebook:
Uiw StudyAbroad

Where is the Study Abroad Office?
International Conference Center (ICC)
F111 (next to the black couches)

Upcoming Events
Aug. 26, 11:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
European Study Center Information Session
ICC, Boardroom 1

Sept. 1, 11 a.m.-1 p.m.
Study Abroad Fair
Dubuis Lawn

Sept. 9, 11:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
Funding Your Study Abroad
ICC, Boardroom 1

Sept. 17, 6-7 p.m.
Parent Information Session
ICC Auditorium

YOUR ADVENTURE AWAITS

Study Abroad Fair
Tues., Sept. 1, 2015
11 a.m.-1 p.m.
Dubuis Lawn

Friend us on Facebook: Uiw StudyAbroad

For more information on studying abroad, contact:
Alanna Taylor, Study Abroad Coordinator
Phone: (210) 805-5709  E-mail: studyabroad@uiwtx.edu
Dr. Burton E. Grossman International Conference Center, F111